
Midterm Coding Solutions

October 16, 2019

Enterprise network security.

You will use the tools learned in class to complete the following exercises. For
certain exercises, you will need to write and/or complete a separate source file.
For others, you will need to do some analysis and write up your observations.

Your final submission on Canvas should include:

• Any source files written or changed.
• A single write-up addressing all exercises that require longform responses.

Please zip the relevant files up as a zip archive and submit on Canvas.
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Kubernetes

Write a Deployment and Service yaml file for a message queuing monitoring
application: RabbitMQ You can run the service in docker by: docker run
-d --hostname my-rabbit --name some-rabbit rabbitmq:3-management
Docker image for rabbitMQ is rabbitmq:3-management. You know that the
chatbot application requests a minimum of 150Mi RAM and 0.05 CPU, and
maximum of 300 Mi of RAM and 0.125 CPU. The application is exposed on
default port 15672 on the cluster and you want to access it on Port 32500
from your host machine. Write a deployment for this application with atleast
5 instances of it and the given minimum and maximum resources. Write a
corresponding service file for the same exposing the service on the desired port
on the host.
Important lines are marked with comments. Other parts are generic. Files which have
syntax error has some penalty.

rabbitmq.yaml:

apiVersion: apps/v1
kind: Deployment # Should be Deployment
metadata:

name: rabbit
spec:

replicas: 5 # Needs to have 5 replica instances
selector:

matchLabels:
app: rabbitmq # Must match with the service metadata labels

strategy:
type: Recreate

template:
metadata:

labels:
app: rabbitmq

spec:
containers:
- image: rabbitmq:3-management # pulls the appropriate image from web

# small penalty if used local registry
name: messaging-queue
imagePullPolicy: IfNotPresent
ports:
- containerPort: 15672 # needs to be 15672 as requested in Q

name: rabbitmq
resources: # Limiting of resources, needs proper indentation

requests:
memory: "150Mi"
cpu: "50m"

limits:
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memory: "300Mi"
cpu: "125m"

rabbitmq-svc.yaml:

apiVersion: v1
kind: Service # Needs to be Service
metadata:

name: rabbitmq-svc
labels:

app: rabbitmq # Matches deployment selector matchLabels
spec:

type: NodePort # Can be NodePort or LoadBalancer
ports:
- port: 15672 # Port needs to be 15672

protocol: TCP
nodePort: 32500 # Expose at 32500 as requested on host

# Can have targetPort as 15672 as well
selector:

app: rabbitmq
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Networking:

As a sysadmin you notice an interesting pcap file (interesting.pcap). Open the
pcap and find out what is happening in the pcap at a high level. Write no more
than a one paragraph.

To get full points, your answer must identify the following:

• A distributed SYN flood attack is being attempted.
• BUT the attack is unsuccessful because the server has SYN cookies enabled.
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SELinux

You work at a bank and are trying to deploy a simple SELinux policy to manage
bank customers’ access to their bank balances. Below is a template for the Type
Enforcement file.

Assume the following:

• user_home_t is the domain of an unprivileged bank user like you or me.
• The bank runs an administrative daemon in the domain bank_admin_t.
• Bank balances are text files, and should have type bank_balance_t.
• Users can have multiple accounts with balances in separate text files.
• A user’s account balances will be stored together in one directory of type

bank_balance_t associated with that user.

Please fill in the blanks to meet the requirements described below:

• Bank users should have read-only acccess to their balance.
• The bank admins should have access to see balances in a directory as well

as read, write, delete and create user balances.
• The bank admins should also be able to create new bank_balance_t folders

for new bank customers.
• Don’t worry about preventing one user from reading a different user’s

balance.

Correct answer:

With respect to the actions allowed in each rule, some people added open where
it was not strictly necessary. We have not taken off for this. However, you
must have at least the actions shown below. We also took off points for truly
extraneous actions that were allowed.
policy_module(bank, 1.0.0)

type bank_exec_t;
type bank_admin_t;
type bank_balance_t;
init_daemon_domain(bank_admin_t, bank_exec_t)
files_type(bank_balance_t)

require {
type bank_admin_t;
type bank_balance_t;
type user_home_t;
class file { create execute open read write getattr };
class dir { add_name search write create remove_name getattr };

}

type_transition bank_admin_t bank_balance_t:file bank_balance_t;
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allow user_home_t bank_balance_t:dir { search getattr };
allow user_home_t bank_balance_t:file { read getattr };
allow bank_admin_t bank_balance_t:dir { add_name remove_name search

write create getattr };
allow bank_admin_t bank_balance_t:file { create open read write getattr };
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Monitoring

You are the admin of a system. Your system was attacked and a system capture
file called suspicious.scap of the attack was recorded. Figure out where the
attacker was on the server, and what attack occurred. Use osqueryi to find the
user that writes to /var/www/, because this user was responsible for starting
the server. NOTE: The system setup is the exact same as lab 2 part 3b. The
capture files can be read with sysdig-inspect.

To get full points, your answer must identify the following:

• A PHP file was uploaded via file_upload.php.
• The PHP file was requested and executed.
• The PHP file called a shell command.
• The shell command listed files in the current directory.
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